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The Problem

• CO2 concentrations are increasing at a 

rate that exceeds “business as usual”

• Temperature change will pass 2 C by 

mid-century and 4 C by end of century 

unless emissions rates are drastically 

slowed
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COP-21 Paris, December 2015

It is not possible to meet the 2 C goal without either

1. Immediate, drastic reductions in emissions (and removal of CO2 from the atmosphere)

2. Use of solar climate engineering to “cool” the climate

and perhaps both …..



What is the solution?

 Reduce greenhouse gas concentrations

9 GtC / year

5 GtC / year

Atmospheric conc.

~390 ppm

Increase of ~2 ppm/yr

Human contribution to global carbon cycle

(1 Gt = 1 billion metric tons) 



But what if we don’t reduce emissions?

Can we keep ΔTsfc < 2 C?

 Climate engineering!

◦ Deliberate modification of climate system to prevent global 

warming

 Two approaches

◦ Carbon dioxide removal (CDR)

◦ Solar Climate Engineering (SCE)
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Long time scale

Uncertain how to 

scale up to production

Some processes not 

well understood



In case you think this is all made up …

Rogue Geoengineer Illegally 

Dumped Tons of Iron Into the 

Pacific in July
Discover Magazine,  October 18, 2012

Ocean color – coast of BC/Alaska

A Rogue Climate Experiment 

Outrages Scientists
NY Times Environment Blog

October 18, 2012



Solar Climate Engineering (SCE)

CDR



 Move the earth to an orbit slightly further away 

from the sun …

 Estimate: move the earth about 220,000 km 

further “out” to compensate for doubled CO2

 Roughly 2000 km per

year should do it!

 About 1/3 of an earth 

radius per year!

Moving the earth …



Sunshade (mirrors …)

One estimate:

At 1.5 million km from earth towards 

the sun (Lagrange point)

Require about 1700 km x 1700 km of 

sunshade (roughly 1000 miles x 1000 

miles)



Volcanic aerosol (smoke …)

Mt. Pinatubo, 1991

Need equivalent of one of 

these about every 2-3 years 



Low-level Clouds (Fog …)

Increase cloud brightness by adding sea salt particles to the air

Particles make more drops, more reflective clouds

One estimate: need to increase average brightness of marine 

stratus clouds by about 30% to offset doubled CO2

Clouds “susceptible” to increase in cloud droplet 

concentration. (Alterskjær et al., ACPD 2011)



Overall analysis (Cox and Jeffrey, UK)

Risk:

Green – low

Yellow – med

Red - high



Ship tracks in low 

clouds over the 

Pacific Ocean

An example of 

marine cloud 

brightening



Cloud Brightening (the simple story)
 Twomey effect: for a given condensate amount, more particles lead to more 

numerous, but smaller cloud droplets (observed in ship-tracks)

 Total droplet surface to volume area increases  clouds reflect more sunlight

 First suggested as a possible way to mitigate anthropogenic global warming by 

Latham (1990, Nature); also Slingo (1990)

Twomey (1974, 1977)

Latham et al.



But, this is complicated …

 MCB depends on 

◦ Aerosol number, composition, and size

◦ State of ambient environment (SST, wind, subsidence, etc.)

◦ Feedback from modified cloud to boundary layer dynamics

 Aerosol may enhance brightening along plume but 

suppress cloud formation in adjacent areas 

 How will seeding clouds in one area (Pacific stratus) 

affect climate elsewhere?



What do scientists do when confronted by a 

poorly understood problem? 

 Do an experiment: Provide critical information for 

understanding aerosol indirect effects by studying effects of a 

known aerosol injection

 Test key physical processes in MCB

 Test predictive models of aerosol injection and cloud 

response, including radiative effects

This is a paradigm shift in atmospheric sciences
• Using the atmosphere as a laboratory 
• Seeking to understand a “control” technology
• Not completely unprecedented (cloud seeding)



Key Processes for Experimental Investigation

Creation and injection of particles into 
the marine boundary layer

Dispersion of particles within the 
marine boundary layer

Microphysical responses of clouds 
upon ingestion of aerosols

Dynamical/macro-physical responses of 
clouds (turbulence, entrainment, cloud 
thickening/thinning)

Overall effect of the microphysical and 
dynamical responses on cloud radiative
properties

Generating 

controlled 

perturbation

Cloud 

response

Cloud Reflectivity 

and Feedbacks



Phases of Stage 1 (proposed)

PHASE 1
• Spray system development, site preparation & detailed planning 

PHASE 2
• Test spray system dispersion using scanning lidar

PHASE 3

• Test spray system dispersion & size distribution in coastal 
environment (includes aircraft and ground-based measurements) 

PHASE 4

• Test effect of particle injection into the boundary layer on marine 
stratus clouds in a coastal environment (pending prior phases)



Phase 0



Snowmaking in action (Snow Makers Inc )  
Phase 1

Additional 20-40 kW needed for fan 



Testing with a scanning lidar systemPhase 2

Raman-shifted Eye-Safe Aerosol Lidar

California State University 

Chico, CA



Test in coastal environment  



Schematic of experiment layout 

Sprayer

Wind

I1

I3

I2

I4

I5

Ground sites include

• Lidar

• mm radar

• Solar and microwave radiometers

• Standard met instruments

• Balloon sounding 

Includes small aircraft sampling 



 Limited area 

perturbation 

experiment to 

critically test 

hypotheses related to 

aerosol indirect 

effects

 Phase 3

◦ Single ship plume, 

possibly with multiple 

sprayers

◦ Aircraft and ship 

sampling

Open Ocean 

Testing 

Phase 3 “MOCX”

h



Reframing the problem



Linkages

 Science is tied to ethics – some ethical arguments suggest no 

research on climate engineering should ever be done

 Science is tied to governance – any suggested experiment 

immediately brings calls for control and restriction

 Ethics is tied to science – different ethical arguments pertain 

to small-scale research, large-scale tests, and deployment

 Governance and ethics are highly linked – how to do it is 

coupled with what you think should be done 



Ethics and values

 Ethical statements always derive from some basic set of 

values

 What value set determines our view of environmental 

ethics?

◦ How is that value set defined by our beliefs and culture?

 What does that value set say about climate engineering?



Intent 

 Advertent vs. inadvertent climate modification – does 

intent matter?

◦ Does it matter if climate modification is a side effect (CO2 

emission) or the main objective (climate engineering) of your 

actions?



Moral hazard

 If we know that we have an alternative available (climate 

engineering), won’t we be less likely to address the root 

cause of the problem (the use of fossil fuels)?

 Is money spent on climate engineering taking money 

from other research? 

 If the answer to either is “yes”, then is this an ethical 

issue?



Precautionary Principle / Lesser of Two Evils

 Do no harm!

 BUT, climate change is already causing harm and 

we are trying to limit the harm by climate 

engineering (CEng)

 Is CEng the lesser of two evils?

 Is it morally right to choose a lesser evil 

(or is it still evil that shouldn’t be done)?



Justice in our time (the tragedy of 

disproportional effects)
 Who is responsible for the increase in greenhouse gas 

concentrations (280 ppmv pre-industrial to 400 ppmv now)?

 Who are suffering/will suffer the most from the 

consequences of global warming?

◦ Sea level rise

◦ Hotter temperatures, more water stress

◦ Greater incidence of extreme weather 

(particularly hot and/or heavy rain events)

 What is our (developed world) responsibility?



Justice for future generations

 What future are we leaving to our children and our 

children’s children?

 What is our responsibility?



Governance – Public participation

 Who are the “interested parties”?

◦ Do we need to involve the “public” in  discussions of CEng? 

Who? How?

 How do we define “informed consent”?

 What does this look like for small-scale experiments 

with no expected detectable consequences?



Governance 

 What are the legal issues? (experiments outside of 

normal national boundaries)

 What international structures are appropriate for 

governing global climate engineering?

◦ Are they different for research than for deployment?

 How do we define “damages”?

◦ Who compensates the “damaged”? With what currency? 

◦ What about damages for climate change itself?



A couple of sobering thoughts

 Solar radiation management does NOTHING to stop ocean 

acidification

◦ Ocean will continue to grow more acidic with potentially very harmful 

effects to aquatic life starting at the bottom of the food chain

 Climate engineering CANNOT be started without a corresponding 

program to stop emissions

◦ No way to stop CEng – if we stop, system will revert in a decade to 

temperatures we would have had without any CEng

 This is YOUR problem!



The idea was once considered fringe — to purposely re-engineer the 

planet's climate as a last ditch effort to battle global warming with an 

artificial cloud. No longer.

Seth Borenstein (Associated Press 2/10/15)


